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Imagine a sheep paddock where the front gate is left open but within the paddock
there is a sheep dog to guard each of the sheep. The wolves are on all sides of
the paddock. They can come in the front gate. Some of the sheep dogs are
young and alert while others are old and tired. The wolves are looking for a
weakness. There’s no shepherd in sight to raise an alarm.
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This analogy illustrates the situation in the infrastructure within the business unit I
work. Former-management accepted the deployment of a Microsoft Exchange email system without virus protection software, relying instead on desktopdeployed virus protection.
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The purpose of my paper is to describe my organization’s situation, how we got
to that situation and the reasons, our risks, and tools that are in place. To
describe what happened to change the early complacency, the actions taken to
resolve that emergency, and what was done to prepare for the next one. Also, I
hope to suggest means and to convince my leadership that an investment in
perimeter virus protection and other steps that can be taken to protect our e-mail
and computer infrastructure is a worthwhile and necessary investment.
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I perform the day-to-day duties as an e-mail administrator at the headquarters for
a wholly owned subsidiary company that is part of a larger corporation. As a
service company our business requirements that drive I/T policies are often
different then the manufacturing business requirements followed by our parent
corporation.
My business unit’s business is primarily to provide skilled people to other
companies on a contract basis. This means that many of our employees work at
customer sites and even at “team member” sites - that is: facilities belonging to
other companies. This creates a situation where communications become allimportant and from diverse locations that often do not have a direct means of
connecting (via “private” network) back to the parent corporation’s computer
resources.
In the autumn of 1999 it was believed that the e-mail system supporting our
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October of
that year it was determined that our parent company’s e-mail system, the use of
which was being offered, was not the best choice for our enterprise. Not only
was the use of it very costly, but also it could not provide our business unit’s
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users the support needed in an enterprise such as ours. So it was decided that
our business unit should deploy a separate email system, similar to our corporate
parent, but different choices would be made to make it cost less and provide
more services. And we had to deploy this new system quickly.
Justification for current situation
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Policies: My business unit doesn’t often follow the security policies or
procedures used by our corporate parent. Some of the reasons are due to
the business that we are in. Others are that since our parent company outsourced I/T there has been much less communication regarding policies
from what’s left of that I/T group. Additionally, many decisions are made
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Access: Due to our employees being in diverse locations we permit POP
and Outlook Web Access (via SSL) access to email from the public
Internet. Our corporate parent does not.

•

Cost: Since the cost of hardware and software (the Exchange software
and attended licenses) were a fixed cost, savings were found by not
deploying server-side virus protection software.

•

Perception: Another issue was the false sense of security from the fact
that there had been no (known) successful attacks against our e-mail
system that caused data loss.

•

Schedules: We all know that I/T projects fall behind schedules.
Unexpected issues always arise. Vendors don’t produce as expected,
technical problems are found, etc. The project to deploy this e-mail
system had a December 31st 1999 deadline that was unmovable so a
‘basic’ e-mail system was to be deployed by that date with no additional
(security) software or any other management-type software.
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Risks
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The local e-mail servers do not have software that scans incoming or
outgoing email or attachments. This means that infected emails are
passed on to other e-mail servers and to mailboxes. E-mail clients
accessing those mailboxes become vulnerable. Further, the desktops
upon which the clients are run become vulnerable. And by extension,
other systems within that network become vulnerable. A compromised
desktop or e-mail client through an unprotected, unmonitored, e-mail
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viruses
that
did not
originate
in e-mail.
•

We depend on desktops to ensure viruses go no further than e-mail. But
this doesn’t mean that all desktops using an email client are well
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This also means that it becomes almost impossible to determine the
extent of possible damage done to other systems, as the virus’s
“trajectory” is unknown.
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protected. Since we have users that work outside of the facility, it is
largely unknown if their desktops receive regular updates. Of course,
there’s no known product that will stop previously unseen viruses.
According to James Michael Stewart’s article, several famous viruses
infected 70% of the impacted systems within the first 24 hours of their
deployment.
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• Decentralized virus protection that can be defeated by users who disable
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the virus protection software. This may also require more time to update
in response to fast-moving, previously unknown viruses.
Dependency on a single virus detection software vendor can be a risk as
software vendors have been known to go out of business, or there is
simply a failure to provide an update for a new or unknown virus. Using
more than one vendor may mitigate some risk. For example, using
server-based virus protection from one company and desktop virus
protection from another.

•

A virus attack could take down the local e-mail infrastructure. This would
impact our entire user base, plus the ability for leadership to communicate
with the rest of the business unit and the corporation.

•

A virus attack if launched by a compromised desktop could diminish or
disrupt services provided by other network servers or infect other
desktops.

•

End-user satisfaction and trust in the e-mail system and in I/T services in
general are downgraded or lost.

•

Sending e-mail viruses to our customer’s, vendors, or partners email
systems would also cause the company potential embarrassment. The
customer or partner may simply refuse to receive any additional email
from our company for a period of time.
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Another risk is the loss of confidence by customers in our abilities to
perform contractual obligations. In our business, the ability to
communicate with our customer on a daily basis is crucial.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
•

It is well documented that virus attacks penetrating e-mail systems cost
businesses money. These costs are either in data loss, the loss of
employee productivity, or in time spent by I/T staffers to repair and recover
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lost or damaged systems. Symantec reports that the Code Red virus cost
companies at least $2.5 Billion.
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Tools
These were the sole tools used to protect, clean, and react to e-mail borne
viruses.
•
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Network Associates McAfee Virus Scan on the desktop
Network Associates McAfee NetShield on the servers, which scan the
system not the Exchange database or e-mail.
• A CheckPoint Firewall that controls SMTP traffic into the network.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
During “Love Letters”
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In the spring of 2000 an email virus that was first reported in Hong Kong, but later
found to originate within the Philippines, spread over the world impacting
government and businesses alike.
The virus became known as “Love Letter” due to the wording (I suspect) of the
subject line within the emails in which it was attached. The subjects line was
“kindly check the attached LOVELETTER coming from me.” If the recipient
executed the attachment, the virus using the Windows Scripting Host program,
created new system files and modified the system’s Windows registry. It also
added itself to image files and added the “VBS” extension to those files and
replaces other types of files (based on file extension) or modifies the files and
‘hides’ them.
It also emails passwords lifted from the system to a specified email address and
damages the system’s boot process.
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The day after it became the subject of the nightly T.V. news programs users
within our e-mail system began receiving these infected messages from our
corporate parent and one of our customer’s email systems.
Reaction from our I/T Department was slow at first but soon become three
pronged: awareness, containment, and cleanup.
Our Help Desk took care of awareness, informing the user community via e-mail
and, where available, telephone broadcasts on what to do (delete the emails with
the specific subject line immediately and instructions for how to update their
desktop virus software) and informed them of what not to do (launch the virus).
Desktop Support was assigned the task of responding to calls from users who
suspected they were infected or given names of users suspected of being
infected. The technicians were to disconnect an infected desktop from the
network (containment) and remove the virus’s traces (cleanup) using instructions
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provided
by the
Engineering
Team.
The Engineering Team’s other responsibility, as e-mail administrators, was to
find a way to remove the messages en-mass from within the e-mail servers
themselves.
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While this was all going on one of our field sites and customers “severed”
themselves from our ability to send e-mail to them as they concentrated on their
own reactions to the emergency. This action stifled business activity.
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Microsoft ExMerge v2
Microsoft provided what the Engineering Team needed for this crisis. A free
download of an existing tool, with additional support to aid in removing the
infected e-mails from the Exchange database. The instructions provided
included program switches which when run searches for, and extracts, e-mail
messages with the desired attachments or e-mail subject titles.
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I will take the next few paragraphs to describe its installation and use:
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will want to
copy FA27
the self-extracting
download
file (from
onto a system upon which the Exchange 5.5 Administrator Client is installed. I
run it on the Exchange server itself.
The download extracts the files to a folder within the system volume named
“exmerge” and also creates a subfolder named “exmergedata” that by default is
used to store data in Personal Folder (PST) file format archived or copied from
the Exchange database.
The executable file, exmerge.exe, comes with one “dll”, an “ini” file that can be
modified through the tool, a log file, documentation, and two text files; one for
“subjects” and another for “attachments”.
Microsoft reports that you need to have enough disk space on the volume that
contains the Private Information Store (file name is priv.edb) for that file may
double in size during the tool’s use. I have found this to be true when scanning
all mailboxes at once to run the tool (as a requirement, but the tool doesn’t really
use that much space for all processes), but not when using the command
switches I refer to below. You will need enough disk space for the Personal
Folder files (PST) that will be created by the tool for each mailbox scanned.
To run ExMerge, the workstation or server must be logged into using an account
with Service Account permissions at the Exchange Organization, Site, and
Container levels.
You will use either the “attachments.txt” file to search the mailboxes for names of
desired attachments or the “subjects.txt” file to search for email that has a
desired subject line. I have found that you cannot use both files during the same
scan. In one of them you will need to ensure that all lines are “rem-out”.
Within these text files you would list the items you wish to scan for and to remove
(or copy). I have found that wildcards do not work as asterisks are treated like
characters.
If you want to scan the Private Information Store for specific attachments or
subjects do the following:
1. Log on to the system that has the Exchange Administrator Client using an
Key fingerprint
account=that
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Service
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and
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text and “ini” files.
2. Populate the appropriate text file with the text you wish to scan for.
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3. Make sure the other file has no searchable text (using ##~ to comment out
the lines).
4. View the “ini” file incase there are specific changes you want to make (i.e.:
change the default folder where the resulting PST files will be stored).
5. Run the executable with the following switches:
6. %system%:\exmerge\exmerge.exe –d –b exmerge.ini –srcserv <exchange
servername>
-The tool will start running and inform you on progress and upon completion.
The tool doesn’t “tell” you if it has found matches for the search parameters. It
moves an email that contains a match into a PST file, the name of which is based
on the mailbox “directory” name.
The only way to know what you’ve found is, that I know of, is to open a PST file
Key
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to view
its contents
using
Outlook
In case
of a06E4
virusA169
search,
this is
probably not advisable. You’ll probably want to delete the PST files right away.
One last note, the PST file will have a copy of the mailbox structure (folders) so
any file is going to be at least 32K in size.
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Fortunately, the “Love Letter” virus caused my facility no loss of data, only lost
time and inconvenience. But it did bring home our risks and vulnerabilities.
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From the lessons we learned during that event we have instituted the following
changes and capabilities:
• The Help Desk has the ability to send advisories to the user community
using scripted e-mails to increase the speed of which users become
aware of potential or ongoing threats.
• The desktop and server virus software clients are configured to auto
update and auto upgrade using a local FTP server where definition and
“super-dat” files are maintained after being tested. Users no longer are
depended upon to take steps to update their often out-dated virus
protection software.
• The Engineering Team has on each Exchange Server the ExMerge tool
and the commands needed, and the experience to use the tool to “ferret
out” e-mails containing viruses.
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But risks remain. The steps outlined in the above paragraph are in most cases
reactive, not proactive. It assumes that the Exchange Servers themselves are
somehow immune to virus attack and only individual mailboxes within the
Exchange database are vulnerable. It also assumes that an e-mail administrator
will be available to run a four-hour ExMerge scan of the mailbox contents, during
which time virus-infected e-mail could be re-received by the “just swept” mailbox.
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by I/T (Help
Desk) support.
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From my SANS course I have been introduced to the concept of “Defense in
Depth”, which has made me taken a new look at the steps we had thus far taken.
And do we have a long way to go!
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Defense in Depth
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The title of this paper is “Shallow Defense” because what we are currently doing
is the opposite of the concept of Defense in Depth in which multiple layers of
defense are used to secure an asset or assets. Applying this to e-mail means at
the very least that some kind of virus protection should be placed at the e-mail
server and at the desktop client.
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James
Stewart, in his article “Exposing the myth of antivirus”, says that relying on antivirus software is not adequate and he suggests the following steps:
• File attachment filtering before the e-mail reaches the (internal) mailbox
• Communicate and enforce a policy the prohibits the non-business use of
e-mail
• Communicate and enforce a policy to prohibit the download or installation
of untested software.
• Communicating with users on how to handle attachments
• Within the e-mail client, disabling the execution of scripts
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Considerations for Additional Protection
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According to a Trend Micro white paper, there are four questions that need to be
asked when selecting server-based virus protection software: stability,
availability, performance, and scalability.
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For this presentation I will look at a product currently used by our parent
corporation to provide virus protection to Exchange servers.
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ScanMail for Exchange
This would be installed on each of the Exchange v5.5 servers within our
organization (there is a separate product for Exchange 2000 for when we
upgrade to that application).
Here are the minimum requirements provided on Trend Micro’s website:
• 200MHz Intel Pentium or higher
• 128MB RAM
• 50MB free disk space for the program files
• Microsoft Exchange Server version 4.0, 5.0, or 5.5
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
• Microsoft Exchange Server 5.5 with Service Pack 3
• Windows NT Server 3.51 (Service Pack 5 or higher), NT Server 4.0
(Service Pack 3 or higher), or Windows 2000 Server
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A Java-enabled Web browser that supports frames, such as Netscape
Navigator 3.0 (or above) or Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 (or above) for
Web-based management
For clustering Windows NT 4 Enterprise Edition and Microsoft Exchange
5.5 Enterprise Edition are required.
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Features
• ScanMail scans inbound and outbound e-mail and any attachments for
viruses. It can also be configured to filter email based on subject matter or
block attachment type.
• This product supports remote setup and server clustering.
• An auto update feature to keep up with new viruses (“virus patterns”), also
Key fingerprint
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FA27engine,
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they
provide
auto
update feature for policies.
• If it finds an unknown virus, that e-mail or attachment can be sent to the
vendor for research and if possible, a cleaned file will be returned within
24 hours.
• Activity logs are generated to aid in tracking down the sources of viruses.
• Performance monitoring
• Scans new mailboxes automatically
• Scans attachments in many different formats and multiple compression
layers (up to 20 deep).
• Can be configured to send standard or customized alert messages.
Although not stated, I will assume these messages are sent via email.
• Management: For management of the software, ScanMail provides a webbased or windows client-based management interface. To access the
web-based client, a web browser that supports frames is needed.
• Licensing: Licensing is based on the number of mailboxes being serviced.
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Trend Micro also produces a product called “VirusWall” that is deployed on an “email gateway” that scans e-mail and attachments coming from, or going to, an
external network (i.e.: the Internet). This product is also deployed by our
corporate parent and when used in conjunction with ScanMail. In my present
environment no system is used solely as a “gateway” so an additional system
would need to be deployed for this product.
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Network Associates NetShield for Exchange (5.5) is used successfully by one of
our field sites for their customer. Like ScanMail it is installed on an Exchange
server and scans incoming and outgoing e-mail and attachments, as well as the
mailboxes within that system. It has other features similar to ScanMail. An addon named Outbreak Manager monitors for certain “behaviors” that could signal a
virusfingerprint
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On the surface it appears that anyone of these products, combined with
processes and procedures for monitoring and quantifying effectiveness, would
enhance our present state of security. They would expand our ability to protect
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our local network, to add to the reliability of our communications, reduce time
spent in break-fix responses, and raise the confidence of our users and our
customers in the I/T Department.
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E-mail-borne viruses cost companies money and potential business. Developing
effective ways to combat the threat also costs money. But the costs of
developing an effective defense - policies that direct I/T processes and
procedures and end-user actions, deployment of systems to mitigate the risks,
configuration of those systems to maximize their effectiveness, monitoring and
review of logs to measure effectiveness, and fine-tuning to continually improve –
Key
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can fingerprint
be far less.
This is a “combat” that is probably not going to end, but likely only to become
more prevalent. To borrow a phrase, “eternal vigilance is the price of security”.
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